Agenda of REVEAL workshop on 16 Sep 2016 (v7.0)
Time

Speaker(s) / involved

Topic & content

09.00 - 09.30

Registration

09.30 - 09.45

Moderator & REVEAL representatives

Welcome and Introduction

09.45 - 10.15

Keynote 1: Dhruti Shah, BBC

Journalistic practices and challenges: dealing with UGC / eyewitness
media in news

10.15 – 10.30

Dhruti Shah with the audience, plus moderator

Q&A and discussion

10.30 - 11.00

Keynote 2: Sam Dubberley, Eyewitness Media Hub

UGC / eyewitness media in news: questions of ethics, crediting and
trauma, plus technological aspects

11.00 – 11.15

Sam Dubberley with the audience, plus moderator

Q&A and discussion

11.15 – 11.45

Coffee break and time for hands-on sessions and demos
REVEAL – Social Media verification: part automation, algorithm
REVEAL project participants / presentations:
development, tools / services / workflows, legal issues and more.
Nikos Sarris, ATC
Talks about project outcomes and steps ahead
Symeon Papadopoulos, CERTH
Anastasia Krithara, NCSR ‘Dimokritos’
Aleksandra Kuczerawy, KULEUVEN

11.45 – 12.30

12.30 – 12.45
12.45 – 13.45

REVEAL presenters and project participants with the
audience, plus moderator

Q&A and discussion

Lunch break and time for hands-on sessions and demos
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13.45 – 14.30

PHEME project participants / presentations
Kalina Bontcheva, University of Sheffield
Georgi Georgiev, Ontotext
Arno Scharl, MODUL University & web Lyzard
David Losada, iHUB

PHEME – modeling and identification of phemes as they spread across
media, languages, and social networks.
Talks about project outcomes and steps ahead

14.30 – 14.45

PHEME presenters and project participants with the
audience, plus moderator

Q&A and discussion

14.45 – 15.30

InVID project participants / presentations
Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH- ITI
Arno Scharl, MODUL University / web Lyzard
Denis Teyssou, AFP
Rolf Fricke, CONDAT

InVID – verification of eyewitness / user-generated video (UGV): how to
(part-)automate the process, challenges (e.g. technological, legal,
organisational) and expected outcomes.
Talks about project work, plans, achievements to date and steps ahead

15.30 – 15.45

InVID presenters and project participants with the
audience, plus moderator

Q&A and discussion

15.45 – 16.15

Coffee break and time for hands-on sessions and demos

16.15 – 17.15

Dhruti Shah (BBC), Sam Dubberley (EMHub),
Nikos Sarris, ATC & Aleksandra Kuczerawy,
KULEUVEN (for REVEAL)
Kalina Bontcheva, University of Sheffield &
Geraldine Wong Sak Hoi, SwissInfo (for PHEME)
Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH & Denis Teyssou,
Agence France-Presse (for InVID)
plus moderator

Round table discussion:
UGC verification in news and how technology can aid: practices,
challenges and ways ahead.

17.15 – 17.30

Moderator and REVEAL representatives

Wrap-up and conclusions

17.30 – 19.00

BREAK (time to relax or be active – at your disposal)

Enjoy your time off, have a dip in the Aegean sea, exercise, play tennis,
have a nap or do whatever to build up an appetite

19.00 – ??

Complimentary dinner

All participants who registered for the complimentary dinner are invited to
join us for good food and drinks. With plenty of opportunities to talk and
network
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Moderator of the day:
Jochen Spangenberg (Deutsche Welle / REVEAL project member)
Workshop organising team: Eva Jaho & Nikos Sarris (Athens Technolo
Technology Centre / REVEAL project members) &
Jochen Spangenberg (Deutsche Welle / REVEAL project member)
Organiser of project demos: Eva Jaho (Athens Technology Centre / REVEAL project member)
Logistics:
Eva Jaho & Nikos Sarris (Athens Technology Centre / REVEAL project members)
REVEAL project coordinator: Irene Matzakou (Intrasoft / REVEAL project coordinator)
Support and special thanks: to EVERYONE who participates, be it as speaker, project representative, audience member, organisational support ...

Supporting projects:

https://www.pheme.eu/

http://www.invid-project.eu/
project.eu/

The three mentioned projects have all received funding from the European Union (REVEAL and PHEME under
the Seventh Framework Programme for research, technological development and demonstration,, InVID under
Horizon 2020).
REVEAL, the organizer of this workshop, acts under grant agreement no 610928.
All thank the European Commission for their support.
The responsibility for all content nevertheless remains with the respective projects. Views expressed do not
necessarily reflect the views of the EC.

